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HOMEWORK: PREPARATION FOR WEEK 11 

Subjects Covered This Past Week 

• Reading Lesson 13 
• Literature Lesson 10 
• Word Study Lesson 7 
• Story: “Doing Business” 

Vocabulary 

Here are three more words to learn: 

• Apocalyptic Literature 
• Orthodoxy 
• Hypostatic Union 

Keep Reviewing! 

• Canon: The books we currently have in our Bible. 
• Exegesis: The explanation of a text based on careful, objective analysis. 
• Hermeneutic: How someone thinks Scripture ought to be interpreted and why they think that’s the 

best way. 
• Polemic: A strong written or spoken attack against a belief or set of beliefs. 
• Myth: Traditional tales held by a group of people, usually containing supernatural characters and 

events. 
• Systematic Theology: The organization of theological concepts into categorical systems. 
• Calvinism: A theological system that emphasizes the sovereignty of God over the freewill of man when 

it comes to salvation. 
• Arminianism: A theological system that emphasizes the freedom of man while denying absolute 

predestination. 
• Lexicon: A dictionary developed to define the terms of a particular work. 
• Elect/Election: To be chosen for a specific use. 
• Foreknowledge: God knows what is going to happen before it happens. He always has. 
• Predestination: To decide ahead of time that something will happen. 
• Atonement: Cleansing so that sinful people can have fellowship with a holy God. 
• Creed: A formal definition or summary of the Christian faith. 
• Cult: A system of religious beliefs and rituals. 
• Christology: The study of the person and work of Jesus Christ. 
• Ecclesiology: The section of Christian theology that deals with the church. 
• Eschatology: The section of Christian theology that deals with the end times. 
• Chiasm: A literary device in which a sequence of ideas is presented and then repeated back in reverse 

order. 
• Pericope: A set of verses that forms one coherent unit or thought. 
• Typology: An event or person in the Old Testament that foreshadows something in the New Testament. 
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• Covenant Theology:  A system for understanding the overall structure of the Bible that emphasizes 
how God’s plans are always worked out according to his covenants. 

• Dispensationalism:  A theological term that refers to different periods of time in which God worked in 
distinct ways. 

• Metanarrative:  An overarching storyline that gives context, meaning, and purpose to all of life. 
• Apodictic Law:  Commands that usually begin with “do” or “do not.”    
• Casuistic Law:  Laws in the Bible that have the “if, then” pattern. “If this happens, then you are to do 

this.” 
• Holy: Set apart or separate. 

 
Reading 
 
Practice doing an inspectional reading of a nonfiction book that you want to read. It can be 
the same book you looked at last time, or a different one. Spend a while with your book, 
looking at the following elements: 
 

1. Read the title page and preface to get a good idea of the subject. 
 

2. Study the table of contents as if it were a road map (and use it along the way). In a 
good table of contents, the author is telling you a lot about what he’s trying to 
accomplish. 

 
3. Check the index if there is one. Notice which words/topics show up frequently. 

Maybe look up a few of the actual pages of text for those terms that seem crucial to 
the book. 

 
4. Read the publisher’s blurb on the dust jacket or on Amazon. Often it summarizes the 

main points of the book in a way that will be helpful to keep in mind. 
 

5. If you can tell which chapters seem pivotal to the book, see if there are summary 
statements in their opening and closing pages and read those. 

 
6. Turn the pages and read a paragraph or two here and there as it grabs your interest. 

 
7. Read the last few pages and/or epilogue of the book. Authors often summarize their 

work and what is important about it. 

This is just a heads-up that the Reading assignment I’ll be suggesting next week is much 
longer and more involved and will require you to have access to a copy of The Knowledge of 
the Holy by A.W. Tozer. You’ll need daily time to complete it! 
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Literature 

Watch the Bible Project video called “The Law” (from the Themes heading). Remember that 
these guys spend months researching and discussing each of these topics, and then they 
distill it down into five minutes with powerful visuals. It’s is such an incredible gift! I hope you 
won’t pass it up. 
 
Do a little reading of legal codes! Open to a section of Leviticus or Deuteronomy that is thick 
with laws. Notice and think while you read: 
 

• Is this talking about apodictic or casuistic law? 
 

• Does it apply to Christians today? 
 

• If not, what is the principle behind it (about God or about how we should treat 
others) that would apply? 

 
• How would this law have helped society function better in that culture, or how would 

it have assisted the people to have a right relationship with God? 
 

We (very painfully) had to skip two genres that are in your student handbook. Please read 
the notes for Lesson 8 (Psalms) and 9 (Wisdom Literature). It would also be great for you to 
read the beginning of Lesson 10 because we had to skip the section about genealogies.  
 
Bible Project has videos about all of these things that are wonderful visual explainers. Here 
are the ones I recommend at the moment from How to Read the Bible, then How to Read 
Biblical Poetry: 
 

• Poetry 
• Poetic Metaphor 
• The Book of Psalms 
• The Books of Solomon 

 
If you want to continue with more Bible Project videos, you’d benefit from the Book 
Collections series, specifically the Wisdom Series and the Torah Series. 
 
 
 

 

 


